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Arqiva takes additional satellite capacity on EUTELSAT 7A 
 

Arqiva and Eutelsat partnership meets growing demand for professional video 
services across Europe and the Middle East 

 
Paris, 16 May 2012 - Arqiva, the communications infrastructure and media services company, 

has signed a new contract with Eutelsat Communications (Euronext Paris: ETL) for additional 

satellite capacity to meet growing demand for its Occasional Use satellite services. 

 

In this agreement with Eutelsat, Arqiva has taken up 36MHz of capacity on EUTELSAT 7A. This 

provides Arqiva with excellent overall coverage of Europe and specific coverage of the Middle 

East, Turkey and Russia. This new contract for one transponder further consolidates a 

longstanding partnership between the two companies. 

 

Arqiva has the infrastructure and experience to help rights owners, programme makers and 

broadcasters to create and capture content, and to manage and deliver high quality television 

around the world. With a fleet of SNG trucks and over 80 earth stations, Arqiva regularly enables 

the managed global delivery of live and special events including sports, news and entertainment. 

 

Barrie Woolston, Commercial Sales Director at Arqiva, said: “As our Occasional Use business 

continues to grow we regularly review our satellite coverage and capacity to ensure we are best 

meeting the needs of our customers. Taking additional capacity on EUTELSAT 7A significantly 

reinforces our occasional use capability, enabling us to offer customers better coverage, more 

capacity and access to a thriving antenna community via the already popular EUTELSAT 7A 

satellite.” 

 

Jean-François Leprince-Ringuet, Chief Commercial Officer at Eutelsat, added: “Arqiva 

represents a hallmark for quality when customers require high levels of service to provide TV 

coverage of leading sports and breaking news events. This new long-term agreement 

consolidates a longstanding partnership between our two companies and further strengthens 

EUTELSAT 7A for professional video services across Europe and the Middle East." 

 

For more information on Arqiva: www.arqiva.com 

 

About Eutelsat Communications 

Eutelsat Communications (Euronext Paris: ETL, ISIN code: FR0010221234) is the holding company 
of Eutelsat S.A.. With capacity commercialised on 28 satellites that provide coverage over the entire 
European continent, as well as the Middle East, Africa, India and significant parts of Asia and the 
Americas, Eutelsat is one of the world's three leading satellite operators in terms of revenues. As of 
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31 March 2012, Eutelsat’s satellites were broadcasting more than 4,250 television channels. More 
than 1,100 channels are broadcast via its HOT BIRD video neighbourhood at 13 degrees East alone 
which serves over 120 million cable and satellite homes in Europe, the Middle East and North Africa. 
The Group’s satellites also serve a wide range of fixed and mobile telecommunications services, TV 
contribution markets, corporate networks, and broadband markets for Internet Service Providers and 
for transport, maritime and in-flight markets. Eutelsat's broadband subsidiary, Skylogic, markets and 
operates access to high speed internet services through teleports in France and Italy that serve 
enterprises, local communities, government agencies and aid organisations in Europe, Africa, Asia 
and the Americas. Headquartered in Paris, Eutelsat and its subsidiaries employ just over 750 
commercial, technical and operational professionals. This culturally diverse staff includes employees 
from 30 countries. www.eutelsat.com 
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